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ABSTRACT
Amongst the many definitions of ecosystems, this paper defines key attributes of the concept of
knowledge-intensive innovative ecosystems. The concept of a knowledge-intensive innovative
ecosystem focuses our attention upon how specialized knowledge is directly related to innovation
and entrepreneurship. We will explore the boundaries of collaboration between university and
industry, but in a situation where there are both private returns and public returns. Only some
actors will later translate and combine knowledge into innovations and value. Previous literature on
knowledge-intensive innovative firms has shown that they, and their respective specialized
knowledge, can be found not only in academic spin-offs and high-tech sectors, but also across
manufacturing and creative industries, and in products as well as service sectors. Extensive literature
on national, regional, sectoral and technological innovation systems have defined the actors. Rather
than examining the actors per se, we take a different approach, shift the analysis from these firms
per se, to the ecosystem and specifically to university-industry interactions. This paper explores how
the conceptual model of an evolutionary governance regime at the interface of science and
technology with knowledge-intensive entrepreneurship helps us understand the attributes of such
an ecosystem. This model explicitly involves evolutionary processes for innovation and
entrepreneurship, in that we focus upon 1) processes of variety and selection as well as 2) the
particular characteristics of knowledge as well as organizational routines and capabilities 3) for
developing, diffusing and using scientific and technological knowledge relevant for innovation.
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